Abstract X inactivation analysis was performed on normal and hypopigmented skin samples obtained from a female with hypomelanosis ofIto associated with a balanced whole arm X;17 translocation. Severe skewing of X inactivation resulting in inactivity of the intact X was found in blood and cultures of both types of skin, but analysis of DNA prepared directly from hypopigmented skin showed significant inactivation of the translocated X, inconsistent with the usual mechanism of phenotypic expression in X;autosome translocations. In addition, dual colour FISH analysis using centromere specific probes for chromosomes X and 17 showed that the breakpoints on both chromosomes lie within the alphoid arrays, making interruption of a locus on either chromosome unlikely. partly from the alternative name for HI (incontinentia pigmenti achromians) and the similarity ofthe skin lesions in the two conditions. 6 However, significant differences between the two conditions are evident, including fixed skin abnormalities in HI compared with evolving abnormalities in IP and the absence of dysmorphic features in IP, unlike HI. '6 In order to examine the hypothesis that it is the functional status of the translocated X, rather than the site of the X breakpoint, that is significant in producing the phenotype of HI, X inactivation analysis was performed on skin derived from affected (hypopigmented) and unaffected skin in a female with HI associated with a balanced, constitutional whole arm X; 17 translocation.
Hypomelanosis of Ito (HI) is a disorder of heterogeneous aetiology. It is characterised by streaks or whorls, or both, ofhypopigmentation often associated with CNS abnormalities.' Recent evidence suggests that the common feature in many patients with HI is the presence of two or more genetically distinct cell lines.`4
The description of a number of females with balanced X;autosome translocations and a cytogenic breakpoint in Xpll, described variously as having HI or incontinentia pigmenti (IP), prompted the suggestion that the locus for IP was at Xpll. -1 Linkage analysis in familial IP, however, excluded this region and significant evidence now exists for the presence of a locus at Xq28." '5 In addition, it is now clear that the phenotype described in females with HI associated with X;autosome translocations is not consistent with familial IP. Confusion between the two conditions results partly from the alternative name for HI (incontinentia pigmenti achromians) and the similarity ofthe skin lesions in the two conditions. 6 However, significant differences between the two conditions are evident, including fixed skin abnormalities in HI compared with evolving abnormalities in IP and the absence of dysmorphic features in IP, unlike HI. '6 In order to examine the hypothesis that it is the functional status of the translocated X, rather than the site of the X breakpoint, that is significant in producing the phenotype of HI, X inactivation analysis was performed on skin derived from affected (hypopigmented) and unaffected skin in a female with HI associated with a balanced, constitutional whole arm X; 17 translocation.
Case report
This female has previously been reported."'0' Dual colour FISH showed that both translocation products had compound centromeres, that is, were composed of both red (X centromere) and green (17 centromere) signals, indicating that the breakpoint in both translocation chromosomes had occurred within the alphoid arrays (fig 4) . Fig 3 also showed the active translocated X to be paternal in origin. This is consistent with the 12 other cases of balanced de novo X; autosome translocations which have been studied, all of which are paternal in origin. 23 
Discussion
The discovery of balanced X;autosome translocations in females manifesting characteristic X linked phenotypes normally seen only in males has been of enormous benefit in the Xp (that is, of all sequences distal to the breakpoint at Xcen) are therefore present: one on the intact X and one on the derived 17. The latter Xp is presumed to remain functional as it has been physically disconnected from the XIC of the derived X In addition to functional disomy of Xp, it is likely that there will be a (variable) monosomy of located) X has a non-functional locus owing to direct interruption. In the case of the X;17 translocation described here, two findings make it unlikely that the classical mechanism is relevant. ( 
